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Abstract
Remodeling of the bone marrow microenvironment in chronic inflammation and in aging reduces
hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) function. To assess the mechanisms of HSC functional decline
and find strategies to counteract these, we established a model in which Sfrp1 gene was
deleted in Osterix+ osteolineage cells (OS1∆/∆ mice). HSCs from these mice showed severely
diminished repopulating activity with associated DNA damage, enriched expression of the `ROS
pathway´ and reduced single cell proliferation. Interestingly, not only was the protein level of
Catenin beta-1 (beta-catenin) elevated, but so was its association with the phosphorylated coactivator p300 in the nucleus. Since these two proteins play a key role in promotion of
differentiation and senescence, we inhibited in vivo phosphorylation of p300 through PP2APR72/130 by IQ-1 administration in OS1∆/∆ mice. This treatment not only reduced Catenin
beta-1/phospho-p300 association, but also decreased nuclear p300. More importantly, in vivo
IQ-1 treatment fully restored HSC repopulating activity of the OS1∆/∆ mice. Our findings show
that osteoprogenitor Sfrp1 is essential for maintaining HSC function. Furthermore,
pharmacological downregulation of nuclear Catenin beta-1/phospho-p300 association is a new
strategy to restore poor HSC function.
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Introduction
All cells of the hematopoietic tissues are produced from a limited number of hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs), which are localized mostly in the bone marrow (BM). HSCs are mainly present as
relatively quiescent cells which can be rapidly activated into the cell cycle by infectious and
other inflammatory stress events. To prevent premature exhaustion due to replicative stress, the
organism ensures the maintenance of HSC self-renewal under stress conditions through the BM
microenvironment, or niche, which limits HSC proliferation and differentiation and promotes selfrenewal 1, 2. The precise signals and mechanisms through which the niche exerts these HSC
regulatory activities have not yet been worked out in detail.
Important mediators of HSC regulation by the niche are secreted members of the WNT family.
The BM niche secretes both WNT-agonists and WNT-factor-binding antagonists such as the
secreted frizzled-related proteins (SFRPs) 3. SFRP1 is a secreted glycoprotein member of the
SFRP family. In the BM microenvironment, SFRP1 is mainly expressed by mesenchymal stem
and progenitor cells (MSPCs) and osteoblastic cells 4, 5. Recent single cell expression studies
show that Sfrp1 expression is mainly restricted to multipotent CXCL12-abundant reticulocytes
(CAR cells) 6.
Secreted SFRP1 modulates the WNT signaling pathway through direct binding to either WNT or
their FZD receptors 7, or within the cytoplasm, by interacting with Catenin beta-1 (beta-catenin)
7, 8
. SFRP1 is mainly known as an inhibitor of canonical WNT signaling, which is characterized
by the translocation of Catenin beta-1 into the cell nucleus. Here, Catenin beta-1 acts as a
transcriptional coactivator in different transcription complexes, also called the WNT
enhanceosome 9 , which governs transcription of WNT target genes 10-13. The Catenin beta-1
enhanceosome also contains co-regulator proteins (CREB)-binding protein (CREBBP or CBP)
or the closely related binding protein p300 (EP300) 14-16. Of these, CBP has been shown to be
crucial for HSC self-renewal, while p300 is important for differentiation and senescence in HSC
differentiation 17, 18, and the loss of p300 promotes the transition from myelodysplastic syndrome
into acute myeloid leukemia 19. The Catenin beta-1/p300 interaction is increased by WNT
ligands through elevating phosphorylation at Ser89 on p300 20.
We have previously shown that deletion of the Sfrp1 gene in mice reduces HSC self-renewal,
leading to stem cell exhaustion 21. Furthermore, in many different cancers, SFRP1 is downregulated due to hypermethylation of the promoter region of the human SFRP1 gene, leading to
its decreased activity 22-24. Since in the BM Sfrp1 is mainly expressed by MSPCs, we were
interested in a more precise assessment of the deleterious effects of deletion of Sfrp1
specifically in osteoprogenitors. Here, we found that Sfrp1 expression in osteogenic niche cells
is required for optimal HSC self-renewal and differentiation upon engraftment, by extrinsic
modulation of HSC proliferation through pSer89-p300 modulated by PP2A-PR72/130.
Importantly, pharmacological treatment completely restored HSC repopulation in serial
transplantations.
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Methods
Animal studies
Sfrp1fl/fl mice were crossed with Osx-GFP::Cre mice (Osx-Cre; Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, ME,
USA) 25. Litters of Osx-Cre; Sfrp1fl/+ mice were crossed with Sfrp1fl/fl (S1fl/fl;) mice so that litters
yielded controls (S1fl/fl, and Osx-Cre (OS1+/+)) as well as Sfrp1 deleted mutants (OS1Δ/Δ).
The results from S1fl/fl and OS1+/+ mice were combined as controls (CTRL). Further details are
presented in the online Supplementary methods.
Competitive repopulation was performed using transplantation (Tx) of LT-HSCs into lethally
irradiated (8.5 Gy) 129Ly5.1 WT recipient mice, as described previously 26, 27. Peripheral
engraftment of donor cells was analyzed at regular intervals. 24 weeks after transplantation,
recipient mice were sacrificed and the hematopoietic organs were analyzed by flow cytometry.
All animal experiments were approved by the Government of Upper Bavaria and performed in
accordance with ethical guidelines and approved protocols (Vet_02-14-112, and -17-124). All
animals were housed under specific pathogen-free conditions, according to the Federation of
Laboratory Animal Science Associations and institutional recommendations. Mice used were 8
to 10 weeks-old.
Flow cytometry and cell sorting
Hematopoietic lineage- SCA1+ KIT+ (LSK) cells and their HSC-enriched CD34- CD48- CD150+
subpopulations (LT-HSCs) were isolated and labelled as reported 26, 28. All antibodies used in
this study are listed in Supplementary Table S1.
Peripheral blood (PB) was analyzed by Animal Blood Cell Counter (Scil Vet Abc).
Single cell cultures (SCC-Assay)
Single LT-HSCs were sorted and cultured in conditioned medium and cytokines as described 27.
More detail can be found in the Supplementary methods.
Hematopoietic colony assay
Cells from SCC-Assay or sorted LT-HSCs (1 x 103) were added to MethoCultTMGF M3434. After
10 to 14 days, colonies formed were microscopely counted at 100-fold magnification according
to standard criteria.
Assessment of DNA damage
Sorted LT-HSCs were tested upon nucleic acid damage by single cell gel electrophoresis
(Comet Assay/Cell Biolab). Fluorescence images were taken using a Leica DM RBE
microscope with AxioVision software (Carl Zeiss). DNA damage was analyzed by measuring the
shift between comet head (nucleus) and resulting tail (DNA damage).
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Immunocytofluorescence staining
Hematopoietic cells were prepared and stained as described 26, 28. Antibodies are listed in Table
S1. Pictures were taken using a Leica DM RBE microscope with AxioVision software using
standardized exposure settings for all samples. 30 randomly captured cells per sample were
imaged at a 100-fold magnification. Confocal fluorescence microscopy and deconvolution of the
fluorescent images was performed on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Assessment of
different parameters is outlined in the online Supplemental methods.
In vivo treatment with IQ-1
In in vivo experiments, the PR72/130-binding inhibitor IQ-1 (14 μg/mouse, Selleckchem, S8248)
was administered by i.p. every 24 h for 5 consecutive days.
RNA sequencing and data analysis
RNA sequencing (RNAseq) was performed with sorted 800 to 1000 LT-HSCs. Details are
described in the online Supplemental Methods. All analyses were performed in python and the
R statistical environment (http://www.R-project.org).
Statistical analyses
Statistical tests are indicated in figure legends (used software: GraphPad Software, La Jolla,
CA). P value less than or equal to 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Data are
presented as mean ± SD.

Results
Targeted deletion of the Sfrp1 gene in mesenchymal stem and progenitor cells in vivo.
The Sfrp1 gene is highly expressed in CD45-Ter119-CD31-CD166-SCA-1+MSPCs compared to
CD45-Ter119-CD31-CD166+SCA-1+osteoblastic cells (OBCs) and CD45-Ter119-CD31+SCA1+endothelial cells (ECs) from wild-type mice (Figure S1A-C). For generation of mice with
conditional allele of Sfrp1 gene, we used mutant C57Bl/6N-ES cell clone in which exon 2 of the
Sfrp1 gene was flanked with loxP sites. The resulting Sfrp1fl/fl mice were crossed with mice
expressing CRE eGFP under the continuous control of the promotor for the osteoprogenitor gene
Osterix (gene name Sp7) (OS1∆/∆; Figure S1D,E). We verified deletion of Sfrp1 in sorted and
cultured MSPCs from OS1∆/∆ and control mice (CTRL) via immunostaining and western blot

MEFs from Sfrp1 knockout mice and their WT littermates were used for antibody
verification (Figure S1J).
(Figure S1F-I).

OS1∆/∆ mice are viable and fertile and show unaltered prenatal development (Figure S2A).
However, eight weeks-old OS1∆/∆ mice had a smaller size and less weight compared with their
Cre

littermates, regardless of sex (Figure S2A,B). Since a previous study 29 identified that Sfrp1
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expression is critical for skeletogenesis in mice, we analyzed bone homeostasis in OS1∆/∆ mice
and controls at 8 weeks of age (Figure S2C-F). We found that eight weeks-old OS1∆/∆ mice
show mild, but significantly reduced femur length, and reduced CTX serum levels (bone
resorption marker; Figure S2C,E). However, trabecular parameters or serum P1NP (bone
formation marker, Figure S2D,E) were not affected. Similarly, the numbers of TRAP-positive
osteoclasts and osteoblasts on the bone surface were not different in OS1∆/∆ compared to
CTRL mice (Figure S2F), indicating that there are no major defects in bone formation in eight
weeks-old OS1∆/∆ animals.

To assess the effect of Sfrp1

deletion on MSPC function, we first scored the frequency of BM

colony-forming unit fibroblasts (CFU-F) (Figure S3A). Interestingly, where the total number of
sorted OS1∆/∆ MSPCs was decreased in the BM (Figure S3B), the number of small CFU-Fderived colonies (up to 50 cells) was significantly increased (Figure S3C). When we stained the
colonies after scoring for senescence, we detected an increased number of senescent colonies
from OS1∆/∆ mice compared to CTRL (Figure S3D), suggesting more OS1∆/∆

CFU-Fs are in a

pre-senescent state.

Hematopoiesis in mice with loss of Sfrp1 in bone marrow niche cells.
We then asked how the loss of Sfrp1 in

MSPCs and osteoprogenitors affects the hematopoietic

compartment under steady state conditions. An initial analysis of the peripheral blood (PB) and
BM of the OS1∆/∆ mice and CTRL showed that the white blood cell (WBC) counts and total cell
numbers of the BM were unchanged (Figure S4A). In addition, the percentages of B220

and myeloid cell populations (GR1

med

+

+

CD11b monocytes and GR1 CD11b

+

+

B cells

granulocytes) of the

OS1∆/∆ mice and CTRL were similar in both PB and BM. Circulating T cells were slightly
increased in the PB but not in the BM of OS1∆/∆ mice (Figure S4B-D).

Furthermore, the earliest hematopoietic cells, LSKs, CD34-CD48-CD150+ LSKs (LT-HSCs) and
CD34+CD48- LSKs (ST-HSCs) were unchanged in OS1∆/∆ mice compared to CTRL. However,
under these steady state conditions, we observed a significant decrease in cell number of
+
SCA1 myeloid progenitor cells (Lin SCA1 KIT MPs, Figure S4E,F) in OS1∆/∆ mice, suggesting
reduced transition of stem cells into the myeloid progenitor cell compartment.

LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice show strongly reduced repopulation activity.
To test whether deletion of Sfrp1

in MSPCs and osteoprogenitors indirectly affects stem cell

repopulation activity, we transplanted 100 sorted LT-HSCs from the OS1∆/∆ or CTRL mice into
lethally irradiated

WT

recipients

(Figure

1A).

These experiments showed

that

peripheral

engraftment from OS1∆/∆ LT-HSC is severely impaired throughout the 24-week observation
period

(Figure

1B,C).

Furthermore,

donor

engraftment

of

OS1∆/∆

cells was dramatically

reduced in the BMs of recipient mice 24 weeks after transplantation (Tx), as compared with
CTRL (Figure 1B,D). The failed repopulation of transplanted OS1∆/∆ LT-HSCs was possibly
driven by significantly lower regeneration of ST-HSCs and LT-HSCs compared to transplanted
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CTRL LT-HSCs. It is noticeable that seven out of ten recipient mice transplanted with OS1∆/∆
LT-HSCs showed a complete absence of a donor LT-HSCs compartment (Figure 1E,F).

Since DNA damage is frequently found in LT-HSCs with reduced repopulating activity
analyzed

DNA

damage

in

sorted

LT-HSCs

from

OS1∆/∆

and

CTRL

mice

30, 31

(Figure

, we
2A).

Interestingly, LT-HSC from OS1∆/∆ mice displayed increased number of phosphorylated foci on
histone H2A.X (γH2A.X) and longer DNA fragment tails in the comet assay indicating DNA
double-strand breaks in LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice (Figure 2B,C). Thus, these results suggest
that LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice may already be dysfunctional prior to Tx.

Loss of function of hematopoietic stem cells from OS1∆/∆ mice in vitro.
To investigate LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice for survival, proliferation and differentiation, we set
27, 32

. In the first experiments, we investigated whether
knocking down Sfrp1 in stromal cells alters the potential of conditioned medium (CM) to
maintain LT-HSCs. For this, we used medium conditioned on the HSC supportive stromal cell
line UG26-1B6 33, 34 with knockdown-Sfrp1 (shSfrp1) or CTRL cells (pLKO.1; Figure 3A).
Interestingly, WT LT-HSCs cultured in shSfrp1 UG26-1B6 CM, SCF (=KITL), and IL-11 show
up single cell cultures (SCC; Figure 3A,D)

unchanged survival, but decreased clone size compared to WT LT-HSCs cultured in CTRL CM
(Figure 3B,C). Next, we analyzed LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice compared to CTRL LT-HSCs in
UG26-1B6 CM (Figure 3A). Here, we found that LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice show decreased
clone size after four and five days of culture compared to LT-HSCs from CTRL mice (Figure
3D). Importantly, we found a significant decrease in colonies grown from pooled day 6 clones of
OS1∆/∆ LT-HSCs (Figure 3E) as well as a significantly decreased proportion of LSKs and MPs
in these colonies compared to the CTRL LT-HSCs (Figure 3F,G). These results support the
view that LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice show reduced proliferation with decreased colony
formation.
To gain insights in the possible molecular mechanisms of reduced proliferation in LT-HSCs from
OS1∆/∆ mice, we further investigated the expression of Catenin beta-1 coactivating acetylases
CREBBP (CBP) and EP300 (p300) in LT-HSCs (Figure 4A), which are known to regulate
proliferation and differentiation in embryonic stem cells

senescence in fibroblasts

18

35

cells,

self-renewal in HSCs

17

, and

. These experiments showed that in sorted LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆

mice, the protein levels of both Catenin beta-1 and p300 were elevated, while CBP level
remained unchanged (Figure 4B-D). This suggests that due to the increased expression of
p300, CBP-driven self-renewal may be reduced in LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice compared to
CTRL mice.

Restoration of hematopoietic stem cell quality with IQ-1 treatment in vivo.
Phosphorylation of p300 at position Ser89, is known to stabilize the interaction between Catenin
beta-1 and p300 20, 35. Considering that p300 reduces cell proliferation and promotes
differentiation and senescence, IQ-1 has been used to reduce the phosphorylation of Ser89p300 and, by doing so, indirectly to decrease the activity of the Catenin beta-1/p300
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enhanceosome. Interestingly, IQ-1 does not reduce transcriptional activity by binding to p300
directly, but instead it binds to PR72/130 (PPP2R3A), a regulatory subunit of the
serine/threonine phosphatase PP2A, which is responsible for reducing pSer-p300 35-38.
To reduce the amount of phospho-p300 in vivo, we treated mice for five days with IQ-1 via daily
intraperitoneal injection (i.p.) 38 and analyzed differentiation and repopulating activity of LT-HSCs
(Figure 5A,B). We found that IQ-1 treatment did not affect CTRL mice. In OS1∆/∆ mice, IQ-1 did
not affect the absolute numbers of ST-HSCs and LT-HSCs, while MPs were still decreased
compared with CTRL (Figure 5B-E, S4F). This suggests that IQ-1 does not affect steady state
hematopoiesis in either CTRL or OS1∆/∆ mice.

However, whereas IQ-1 did not affect pSer89-p300 in CTRL LT-HSCs, it significantly decreased
after five days of treatment with IQ-1 in LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice (Figure 5F), while the
protein levels of PPP2R3A and Catenin beta-1 were unaltered (Figure S4G-I). To determine the
clonogenic capacity of LT-HSCs from untreated and IQ-1-treated primary recipient mice, sorted
LT-HSCs were plated in growth factor-supplemented methylcellulose. Here, we found that IQ-1treatment of donor mice improved colony formation of regenerated LT-HSCs, both in CTRL and
OS1∆/∆ mice (Figure 5G), indicating that clonogenic hematopoietic activity in regenerated donor
OS1∆/∆ LT-HSCs is restored to CTRL levels by

in vivo IQ-1 treatment.

To identify possible underlying molecular changes of the effects of IQ-1 treatment, we analyzed
the transcriptome of 500-1000 LT-HSCs before and after the treatment with IQ-1 via RNAseq
Figure (Figure S5A). Global GSEA analysis showed that the gene sets `E2F_target ́, and `G2M
checkpoints ́ were significantly enriched in CTRL LT-HSC, whereas `Reactive oxygen species
(ROS) pathway ́ was enriched in OS1∆/∆ LT-HSCs (Figure S5B-D). However, the differentially

regulated genes (DEGs) from these gene sets (Figures S5E-G) showed incomplete gene
expression restoration in IQ-1 treated animals.

Since IQ-1 affects post-translational modifications through PP2A and such modifications modify
protein-protein interactions, we then looked more closely at subcellular protein levels and
localization. For this purpose, LT-HSCs were sorted from CTRL and OS1∆/∆ mice treated with
IQ-1 or the vehiculum (HF2) (Figure 6A). Confocal analysis of PPP2R3A (PR72/130) and p300
not only showed p300 upregulation in OS1∆/∆ LT-HSCs (see also Figure 4C), but also its colocalization with

PR72/130

and a strongly increased nuclear presence of p300 in OS1∆/∆ LT-

HSCs (Figure 6B-D and online videos). In LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated CTRL or OS1∆/∆ mice,
both nuclear p300 and PR72 colocalization with p300 were similar to untreated CTRL, indicating
restoration of both nuclear accumulation of p300 and colocalization with PR72/130 by IQ-1
treatment. We then assessed whether pSer89-p300 would also associate more with Catenin
beta-1, and found stronger association in OS1∆/∆ LT-HSC (Figure 6E, F), indicating increased
activity of the Catenin beta-1/p300 complex. In LT-HSC from IQ-1 treated OS1∆/∆ mice, this
association was significantly lower, showing that IQ-1 reduces the interaction of p300 and
Catenin beta-1.
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We then interrogated whether the identified changes are sufficient to restore repopulation
activity of LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated OS1∆/∆ mice (Figure 7A). In line with this hypothesis, we
observed that donor LT-HSCs from these mice repopulated to a similar extent as LT-HSCs from
untreated CTRL mice, whereas LT-HSC from untreated OS1∆/∆ mice did not engraft (Figure
7B,C). Importantly, LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated OS1∆/∆ mice were now able to efficiently
regenerate

the

donor

stem

and

progenitor

compartments

in

recipient

BM

(Figure

7D).

-

Interestingly, the absolute number of donor-derived CD34 LSKs and donor-derived MPs of
transplanted LT-HSCs from IQ-1 treated OS1∆/∆ mice was even higher than the donor-derived
CD34 LSKs

We

and MPs from transplanted CTRL (Figure 7E-H).

then investigated the clonogenic ability of the regenerated donor cells (Figure S6A). In line

with the observations above, regenerated OS1∆/∆ donor LSK cells formed very few colonies,
whereas LSK cells from regenerated cells from the IQ-1-treated OS1∆/∆ mice

forming ability similar to CTRL donor LSKs (Figure S7B).

showed colony-

On a molecular level, both phospho-

p300 (Ser89) content and the number of γH2A.X foci were similar in regenerated LT-HSCs from
IQ-1-treated OS1∆/∆ or CTRL donor mice (Figure S6C,D).
To determine whether IQ-1 treatment of dysfunctional HSCs in OS1∆/∆ mice not only restores
their engraftment in primary recipients, but also their long-term self-renewal activity, we
transplanted donor HSCs from primary recipients, and transplanted these into secondary WT
recipient mice (Figure 8A, S7A). For this purpose, one (Figure 8) or two thousand (Figure S7)
donor LSKs were sorted from the BM of recipient mice transplanted with LT-HSCs from either
IQ-1-treated OS1∆/∆ (n=8) or untreated CTRL (n=9). Here, we found that the IQ-1 treatment of
OS1∆/∆ donors not only restored multilineage engraftment of the primary (1°) recipients (Figure
7),

but

also

of

the

long-term

repopulating

ability

in

secondary

(2°)

recipients

to

levels

comparable to untreated WT CTRL levels, (Figure 8B-I, Figure S7B-L). Thus, the long-term
repopulating ability of dysfunctional HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice was completely restored by prior
in vivo

IQ-1 treatment of the OS1∆/∆ donor mice.

Discussion
Our results show that deletion of Sfrp1

expression in osteoprogenitors strongly reduces the

colony-forming and repopulating ability of HSCs. Our experiments link these findings to reduced
proliferation in single cell assays, and increased DNA damage. On a molecular level, both
Catenin

beta-1

and

p300

levels were elevated,

while

CBP

content

was

not

affected.

Mechanistically, we find an increased level of nuclear p300 and an enhanced presence of
Catenin

beta-1/phospho-p300-containing

transcriptional
decreasing

colocalization,

indicating

increased

p300

activity. Furthermore, we provide evidence that interfering with this interaction by

p300

phenotype and

phosphorylation

at

Serine

89

reverses

the

dysfunctional

hematopoietic

restores long-term repopulating activity of HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice.
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Our study shows that the PR72/130-binding inhibitor IQ-1 reduces nuclear p300 activity of
HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice. PR72 and PR130 are two proteins derived from the Ppp2r3a gene,
and both act as B” regulatory subunits of the PP2A phosphatase. PR72/130 promotes PP2A
phosphatase activity 39. PR72/130 binds to different substrates, including several involved in
DNA damage response and Wnt signaling 39, 40. It is of note that in our in vivo study, we found
that IQ-1 treatment reduces the level of phospho-p300 in LT-HSCs, suggesting pSer89-p300 is
a direct target of the PP2A-PR72/130 phosphatase in OS1∆/∆ cells. To determine whether p300
activity is the main or even only target of IQ-1 treatment in HSCs, more knowledge should be
generated in the future about possible targets of this phosphatase in HSCs. Nevertheless, our
results show that the PP2A-PR72/130 phosphatase regulates the WNT-catenin enhanceosome
through p300 phosphorylation in HSCs.
In other cell systems, increased pSer89-p300 increases differentiation not only in ES cells 35,
but also in teratocarcinoma cells 41 and alveolar progenitors 20. Furthermore, p300, but not CBP,
has been found to induce a hyperacetylated chromatin state that promotes senescence 18.
Consistent with this, we found an increased DNA damage, which is often found in senescent
LT-HSCs 30, 31. Self-renewal, on the other hand, requires a full dose of CBP 17, and deletion of
CBP results in HSC exhaustion 17, 42. In addition, specific inhibition of CBP eliminates cancer
stem cells 43. Although the observed effects of IQ-1 in reversing in vivo HSC dysfunction and
reduction of nuclear p300 localization as well as pSer89-p300 and its association with Catenin
beta-1 are clear, the underlying cellular mechanisms still need to be resolved in detail. In our
experiments, the total amount of CBP was not altered, but whether IQ-1 increases the
accumulation of Catenin beta-1/CBP colocalization is as yet unclear. Since depletion of p300
delays the development of senescence in fibroblasts 18 or specific inhibition of p300 improves
stem cell potency 35, 44, reducing nuclear p300 might suffice to improve HSC self-renewal.
Our findings that Catenin beta-1 is increased in dysfunctional HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice are in
line with the observation that high levels of Catenin beta-1 induce functional decline of HSCs

45

and increases multilineage differentiation in vitro without affecting survival 46. In addition,
considering that SFRP1 is a WNT inhibitor, the association of its deletion and increased
canonical WNT signaling would be consistent. To date, the mechanism underlying the
association between HSC loss with higher Catenin beta-1 levels has not been elucidated. Our
findings suggest that an increased nuclear localization with an increased probability of binding
of Catenin beta-1 to p300 may be a possibility. If this is the case, direct or indirect p300
inhibitors such as IQ-1 could promote self-renewal and HSC expansion, similar to ES cells and
induced pluripotent cells 35. In contrast, this line of reasoning suggests that increasing p300
activity in cells with a high Catenin beta-1 level, such as in many cancer stem cells, may help to
eradicate these diseases 47.
Our results indicate that nuclear p300 localization and p300 transcriptional activity in HSCs are
extrinsically regulated by osteoprogenitors and their progeny of the BM niche. In addition, we
provide a rationale and an in vivo strategy to normalize p300 localization and restore long-term
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repopulating HSC activity. Since we applied the PR72/130 inhibitor IQ-1 in vivo, it is likely that
besides the HSCs, several different SFRP1-responsive cell types were affected. Considering
that the BM niche can be regarded as an interwoven ecosystem of different cell-types 2, in vivo
IQ-1 treatment not necessarily acts indirectly on HSCs through the OS1∆/∆ osteoprogenitors,
but may also restore p300 activity in HSCs directly. In addition, since IQ-1 interacts with
PR72/130 to modulate PP2A activity towards p300 and both p300 and PR72/130 are
ubiquitously expressed in the BM of control animals, we cannot exclude that IQ-1 also affects
other PP2A-PR72/130 substrates 39, 40 or p300 targets which might affect BM niche or regulating
hematopoietic cells in either control or OS1∆/∆ mice.
Our study may be of interest to clinical scientists, since in many different cancers, the promoter
region of the SFRP1 gene is hypermethylated and, consequently, SFRP1 expression is reduced
7
. As such, reduced SFRP1 expression has been proposed to serve as a prognostic marker 48.
Our findings that OS1∆/∆ mice show reduced HSC activity associated with increased nuclear
Catenin beta-1/p300 colocalization shows that SFRP1 from osteoprogenitor is critical for

the consequences of
Sfrp1 deficiency by either promoter hypermethylation or gene deletion could be addressed with
inhibitors such as IQ-1 to restore proliferation of quiescent or senescent cells and control
differentiation of malignant stem cells

regulating the activity of these nuclear factors. Therefore, we propose that
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Figure legends

A Experimental
fl/fl
design: LT-HSCs of eight- to ten-weeks old OS1∆/∆ mice and control animals (CTRL, Sfrp1 )
were sorted and transplanted into lethally irradiated WT recipients. B Representative flow
cytometry plots of the gating strategy of Ly5.2+ donor cells or Ly5.1+Ly5.2+ recipient cells in PB
(left) and BM (right). C Donor cell engraftment in percentage in the PB four, eight, twelve, 16, 20
and 24 weeks after Tx. D Percentage of the donor engraftment in BM (week 24 after Tx). E
Percentage of the donor CD34- LSKs. F Percentage of the donor CD34+ LSKs of OS1∆/∆ mice
Figure 1. LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice failed to repopulate in WT recipients.

(n=10) compared to CTRL (n=13). Each dot represents one animal (Figure D-F). Represented
values are illustrated as Mean ± SD. *p-value ≤0.05 show significant differences determined by
unpaired t test. Symbol legends as shown in Figure 1A.

Figure 2. LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice showed DNA damage. A Experimental design: LT-HSCs

fl/fl

) were sorted and analyzed for DNA
damage. B (Left) Representative immunofluorescence staining for the nuclei staining with DAPI
in blue and histone γH2A.X foci content in green of LT-HSCs. (Right) Number of Histone
of eight to ten weeks-old OS1∆/∆ mice and CTRL (Sfrp1

γH2A.X foci content of LT-HSCs of OS1∆/∆ mice (n=52) compared to CTRL (n=59). C (Left)
Immunofluorescence

staining of a positive control (cells treated with UV light for 10 min, Top).

Representative immunofluorescence staining of OS1∆/∆ mice compared to the CTRL (Below).
(Right) Units of olive tail moment (Tail DNA/Cell DNA * TML) of LT-HSCs of OS1∆/∆ mice
(n=200) compared to CTRL (n=55) calculated after a comet assay. Each dot represents one cell
(Figure B,C). Represented values are illustrated as Mean ± SD. *p-value ≤0.05 show significant
differences determined by unpaired t test.

Scale bar: 5µm. Symbol legends as shown in Figure

2A.

Figure 3. LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ mice are slow-proliferating. A Experimental design: Details can

be found in the Methods. B (Left) Representative heat maps of the minimal number of cell
divisions per clone per well for each LT-HSC at each day of culture in pLKO.1, or (Right) in
shSfrp1 UG26-1B6 CM. C Counted mean clone size per well over 6 days of WT cells in pLKO.1
or in shSfrp1 UG26-1B6 CM (n=6). D (Top) Representative picture of cells on day 5 of culture;
(Below) Counted mean clone size over 5 days of OS1∆/∆ mice (n=3) and CTRL (n=6). E
fl/fl
Counted total numbers of colonies of OS1∆/∆ mice (n=4) and CTRL (Sfrp1 ) (n=4) in M3434
after 8 days of culture after 5 days of single cell culture. F Representative flow cytometry plots of
harvested cells after 8 days of methylcellulose culture of OS1∆/∆ mice (Right) and CTRL (Left).
G Percentages of MPs (Top) and LSKs (Bottom) in harvested cells after 8 days culture in
M3434 of OS1∆/∆ mice (n=4) and CTRL (n=4). Each dot represents one animal (Figure E,G) or
plate (Figure C,D). Represented values are illustrated in graphs as Mean ± SD. *p-value ≤0.05
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show significant differences determined by unpaired t test. Symbol legends as shown in Figure
3C, D.

Figure

4.

Enhanced

Catenin

beta-1/p300

signaling

in

LT-HSCs

from

OS1∆/∆

mice.

A

Experimental design of immunofluorescence staining of LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ and CTRL
fl/fl
(Sfrp1 ) mice of B Catenin beta-1, C p300 and D CBP protein content as pixel number of 50-60

LT-HSCs sorted from the BM of OS1∆/∆ mice and

CTRL mice (Sfrp1fl/fl)

with representative

immunofluorescence staining for the nuclei staining with DAPI in blue (Bottom), protein of
interest in green (Middle), and the merged picture (Top) of LT-HSCs. Each dot represents one
cell (Figure B-D). Represented values are illustrated in graphs as Mean ± SD. *p-value ≤0.05
show significant differences determined by unpaired t test.

Scale bar: 5µm. Symbol legends as

shown in Figure 4A.

Figure 5. The impact of the IQ-1 treatment on the primitive hematopoietic compartment of
the BM. A Experimental design of the IQ-1 treatment in vivo: Eight to ten weeks-old OS1∆/∆
mice and CTRL mice (Sfrp1

fl/fl

) were i.p. injected with IQ-1 (14 μg) or the vehiculum (HF2) for 5

days. 24 hours later the primitive BM cell compositions were analyzed. B Absolute number of
LT-HSCs, C Absolute number of ST-HSCs, D Absolute number of LSKs, E Absolute number of
MPs of OS1∆/∆ mice (HF2: n=6; IQ-1: n=7) compared to CTRL (HF2: n=7; IQ-1: n=9). F (Left)
Phospho-p300 protein content as relative pixel number of LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated and
untreated OS1∆/∆ mice (HF2: n=60; IQ-1: n=60) and CTRL (HF2: n=60; IQ-1: n=60). (Right)
Representative immunofluorescence staining for the nuclei staining with DAPI in blue (Below),
phospho-p300 protein in green (middle), and the merged picture (Top) of LT-HSCs from IQ-1treated and untreated OS1∆/∆ mice and CTRL. G Counted total numbers of CFU-Cs from IQ-1treated and untreated OS1∆/∆ mice (HF2: n=8; IQ-1: n=4) and CTRL (HF2: n=8; IQ-1: n=4).
Each dot represents one animal (Figure B-E,

G)

or cell (Figure F). Represented values are

illustrated as Mean ± SD. *p-value ≤0.05 show significant differences determined by ANOVA,
Tukey's post hoc test.

Scale bar: 5µm. Symbol legends are shown in 5A.

Figure 6. The impact of the IQ-1 treatment on the p300 signaling pathway. A Experimental
design of the IQ-1 treatment in vivo. Eight to ten weeks-old OS1∆/∆ mice and CTRL (Sfrp1fl/fl)
were i.p. injected with IQ-1 (14 μg) or the vehiculum (HF2) for 5 days. 24 hours later the
primitive BM cell compositions were analyzed. B Confocal Microscopy pictures of p300 protein
(red) and colocalization with PR72 (white) of LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated and untreated OS1∆/∆
mice (HF2:

n=30; IQ-1: n=30) and CTRL (HF2: n=30; IQ-1: n=30, B-F).

C Number of voxels of

p300 in the nuclear area of LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated and untreated OS1∆/∆ mice. D Number
of colocalized voxels of p300 and PR72 in the cytoplasm area of LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated
and untreated OS1∆/∆ mice. E Representative pictures of the immunofluorescence staining
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showing the colocalization of Catenin beta-1 and phospho-p300 (white) of LT-HSCs from IQ-1treated and untreated OS1∆/∆ mice and CTRL. F Number of colocalized voxels of phosphop300 and Catenin beta-1 of LT-HSCs from IQ-1-treated and untreated CTRL and OS1∆/∆ mice.

Scale bar: 5µm.

Each dot represents one cell. Represented values are illustrated as Mean ±

SD. *p-value ≤0.05 show significant differences determined by Mann-Whitney test. Symbol
legends are shown in 6A.

Figure 7. Functionality of LT-HSCs at steady state and after IQ-1 treatment. A Experimental
design of primary Tx from IQ-1-treated LT-HSCs into lethally irradiated WT recipients. Eight- to
ten-weeks old OS1∆/∆ mice were i.p. treated for 5 days with IQ-1 (14 μg) or the vehiculum
(HF2). 24 h after the last treatment 100 LT-HSCs were sorted and transplanted into lethally
+
irradiated recipients. B Representative flow cytometry plots of the gating strategy of Ly5.2

donor cells or Ly5.1+Ly5.2+ recipient cells in PB. C Donor cell engraftment in percentage in the
PB four, eight, twelve, 16, 20 and 24 weeks after Tx. D Percentage of the donor engraftment in
BM, E Absolute number of the donor LSKs, F Absolute number of the donor CD34- LSKs, G
Absolute number of the donor CD34+ LSKs and H Absolute number of donor MPs of OS1∆/∆
mice (HF2: n=7; IQ-1: n=8) compared to CTRL (Sfrp1

fl/fl

, HF2: n=9). Each dot represents one

animal (Figure D-H). Represented values are illustrated as Mean ± SD. *p-value ≤0.05 show
significant differences determined by ANOVA, Tukey's post hoc test. Symbol legends are shown
in 7A.

Figure 8. Engraftment of secondary transplanted IQ-1-treated LSKs. A Experimental

design

of functionality analysis of IQ-1 treated LT-HSCs repopulated for 24 weeks in WT recipients.
Eight to ten weeks-old OS1∆/∆ mice were i.p. treated for 5 days with IQ-1 (14 μg) or the
vehiculum (HF2). 24 h after the last treatment the LT-HSCs were sorted and transplanted into
lethally irradiated recipients. 24 weeks after the Tx the donor LSK cells were sorted and
transplanted into lethally irradiated WT recipients. B Representative flow cytometry plots of the

donor cells or Ly5.1+Ly5.2+ recipient cells. C Donor cell engraftment in
percentage in the PB up to 24 weeks after secondary Tx. D Lymphoid cells in percentage in the
PB up to 24 weeks after secondary Tx. E Myeloid cells in percentage in the PB up to 24 weeks
after secondary Tx. F Percentage of the donor engraftment in BM. numbers at the top of the
graph represent engrafted mice/total mice. G Absolute number of the donor CD34- LSKs. H
Absolute number of the donor CD34+ LSKs. I Absolute number of the donor MPs of OS1∆/∆
gating strategy of Ly5.2

+

mice (IQ-1: n=8) compared to CTRL (Sfrp1

fl/fl

; HF2: n=4). Each dot represents one animal

(Figure F-I). Represented values are illustrated as Mean ± SD. *p-value ≤0.05 show significant
differences determined by unpaired t test. Symbol legends are shown in 8A.
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SupplementaryMethods
Animals and animal models
The Sfrp1tm1a mouse line Sfrp1fl/fl was generated using EUCOMM Sfrp1 targeting vector
(HTGR03001_Z_2_A0) in C57BL/6N embryonic stem cells (JM8A3.N1, clone
HEPD0593_1_C09) 1. The "knockout first" founder mice expressed FRT-sites flanking a neo
cassette, originally present in the targeting conditional potential vector 2. This cassette was
deleted by matings with FLP-FRT mice (flippase (FLP) recombinase) 3. Thereafter, the Sfrp1
conditional mice (SFRP1tm1a mouse line KO first) were crossed with OSX1-GFP::Cre (OsxCre; B6.Cg-Tg(Sp7-tTA,tetO-EGFP/cre)1Amc/J; Jackson Labs Stock Nr.: 006361) transgenic
mice. The Osx1-GFP::Cre transgene carries both tTA under the regulation of the osterix (Sp7)
promoter and a downstream tetracycline responsive element (TRE; tetO)-controlled GFP/Cre
fusion protein. When these transgenic animals are mated to transgenic strains that carry loxPflanked (floxed) conditional alleles, Cre-mediated recombination of the floxed allele in the
double mutant animals is placed under the regulation of doxycycline (dox) such that dox
administration would prevent fusion protein expression and recombination 4 (Figure 1C). The
loxP sites are on either side of the critical exon 2 of the Sfrp1 gene. CRE recombinase deletes
exon 2 and induces a frameshift mutation (Figure S1C). The Osx promoter activity is limited to
BM osteolineage cells, like (pre-)osteoblasts, osteocytes, and hypertrophic chondrocytes 4. In
addition, progeny of Osx-GFP cells is found in MSPCs, perivascular cells and adipocytes in
the bone marrow 5, 6. Consequently, the deletion of Sfrp1! "#! $%&! '()*+,&! -.#/"$".#01! 2"-&!
3'45676!2"-&8!"(!1"2"$&/!$.!$%&!2&(&#-%9201!($,.201!-&11!-.2:0,$2&#$(!.;!$%&!<.#&!20,,.=>
In all experiments, age- and sex-matched Sfrp1+/+ (wildtype (WT), Sfrp1fl/fl (WT), and Osx1GFP::Cre3?@8!1"$$&,20$&(!=&,&!A(&/!0(!-.#$,.1(!;.,!-.2:0,"(.#(!="$%!$%&!'45676!2"-&>
For the repopulation assays, the F1 crosses of 129S2/SvPasCrl (129; CD45.2; Jackson Labs
Stock Nr.: 3587894) and either B6.SJL-Ptprca Pepcb/BoyJCrl (Ly5.1; CD45.1) (129xLy5.1) or
C57BL/B6.JCrl (BL6; CD45.2; Jackson Labs Stock Nr.: 2164701) (129xB6) were used as
donor or recipient mice unless otherwise specified. These mice were ordered from Charles
River Laboratories (Lyon, France, https://www.criver.com) at the age of 6 weeks. The primers
for mice genotyping are listed in Supplementary Table 2.
All mice were kept in the Center of Preclinical Research (Zentrum für präklinische Forschung
(ZPF)) under specific-pathogen-free (SPF) conditions in micro-isolators in individually
ventilated cages (IVC), corresponding to Federation of European Laboratory Animal Science
Associations (FELASA) recommendations. All experiments were approved by the Government
of Upper Bavaria (Vet_02-14-112, -15-228, and -17-124).
Transplantation assay
For the adult in vivo!,&:.:A10$".#!0((09B!$%&!+CDE!-.#F&#"-!(9($&2!3+CDE>5!0#/!+CDE>G8!=0(!
A(&/!$.!/";;&,&#$"0$&!/.#.,*/&,"H&/!-&11(!0#/!,&-":"&#$!-&11(!0#/!=0(!:&,;.,2&/!0(!/&(-,"<&/!
:,&H".A(19!I*J>!K.,!$,0#(:10#$0$".#!3@)8!L!$.!5M*=&&N(*.1/B!1&$%0119!",,0/"0$&/!,&-":"&#$!2"-&!3L>E!
O98!,&-&"H&/!/.#.,!-&11(!H"0!"#$,0H&#.A(!3">H>8!"#P&-$".#!"#!$%&!$0"1!H&"#>!@%&!$,0#(:10#$&/!0/A1$!
2"-&!,&-&"H&/!L!2F!.;!$%&!1.#F*$&,2!0#$"<".$"-!+.#H&#"0Q!3LM!2F7218!:&,!N"1.!.;!<./9=&"F%$!
H"0!(A<-A$0#&.A(!3(>->8!"#P&-$".#>!KA,$%&,2.,&B!$%&!2"-&!=&,&!0/2"#"($&,&/!5!2F721!R.,F01Q!
(.1A$".#!3GDS8!;.,!0!$.$01!.;!$%,&&!=&&N(!:.($!@)!"#!/,"#N"#F!=0$&,>!K.,!$%&!:,.P&-$B!5MM!(.,$&/!
T"#*4-0*5! UV"$U+CWD*+C5EMU! /.#.,! RX! -&11(! 3.,! 5MMM7GMMM! (.,$&/! T4V! /.#.,! -&11(! "#!
(&-.#/0,9! $,0#(:10#$0$".#! 0((098! ! .;! 4;,:5! -.#/"$".#01! 2"-&! 0#/! -.#$,.1! 2"-&! 3+CDE>G8!
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$,0#(:10#$&/!"#$.!5GJ)T9E>5!3K5Y!+CDE>5)+CDE>G8B!$.F&$%&,!="$%!5!)!5ME!RX!-&11(!0#/!E!)!5ME!
(:1&&#!%&1:&,!-&11(!;,.2!5GJT9E>5!2"-&>!@%&!ZR!=0(!0#019[&/!"#!=&&N!;.A,B!&"F%$B!5GB!5\B!0#/!
GM!:.($!@)!<9!;1.=!-9$.2&$,9>!GM!.,!GD!=&&N(!0;$&,!@)B!2"-&!=&,&!(0-,";"-&/!0#/!RXB!4ZB!0#/!
ZR!=&,&!0#019[&/!<9!;1.=!-9$.2&$,9>!X"-&!=&,&!-.A#$&/!:.("$"H&!="$%!]!5S!/.#.,!&#F,0;$2&#$!
"#!$%&!29&1."/!0#/!192:%."/!1"#&0F&>!
Structural and histological bone analysis
To perform bone analyses, long bones and spine were fixed in 4% PFA for 48 hours and then
stored in ethanol. Before the measurement, femur length was determined with a digital caliper.
Afterward, the bone microarchitecture of femora was analyzed using micro-computed
tomography (μCT; vivaCT40, Scanco Medical, Switzerland) with an isotropic voxel size of 10.5
μm (70 kVP; 114 μA, 200 ms integration time). The trabecular bone of femur metaphysis
beneath the growth plate was evaluated with 100 slices using established protocols from
Scano Medical. To assess the cortical thickness, 100 slices in the middle of the femur were
assessed. To investigate the number of osteoclasts as well as osteoblasts per bone perimeter,
paraffin-embedded femora were used for tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) staining.
For the evaluation of bone parameters, trabecular bone beneath the growth plate in the femora
and in the middle of the vertebrae was analyzed using the Osteomeasure software. Pictures
were taken with the CellSens program. All bone parameters were presented according to
ASBMR guidelines 10.
In addition, commercially available ELISA for the bone resorption marker C-terminal
telopeptide of type I collagen (CTX-I) and formation marker propeptide of type 1 procollagen
(P1NP) were performed according to the manufacturing protocols (IDS, Frankfurt/Main,
Germany). To measure the absorbance, the FLUOstar OMEGA was used and the results were
evaluated with the associated analysis program.
Flow cytometry and cell sorting
4$,.201!(A<:.:A10$".#(!3X4Z+B!'R+B!0#/!^+8!=&,&!(.,$&/!.,!0#019[&/!0(!#.#*%&20$.:."&$"-!
3+CDE_!@^`55J_8!-&11(!0(!/&(-,"<&/!55B!5G.
Stromal cell (MSPC) isolation and culture
Flushed long bones from mice were crushed and digested as described 9, 13. Sorted MSPCs
or MSPCs from digested compact bone were cultured on 0.1% gelatine-coated plates in MEM
Alpha (with ribosides and Glutamax, Invitrogen), supplemented with fetal calf serum (FCS,
10%; PAA), antibiotics and 0,1% β-mercapto-ethanol (Invitrogen).
Fibroblast colony-forming units (CFU-F assay)
In order to evaluate the potential of MSPCs to develop colony-forming unit fibroblasts (CFUFs), 500 to 1000 sorted (p0) or cultured (p3) cells were plated in a well of a 6-well plate covered
with 2 ml MSPC medium. After three days (cultured MSPCs) and ten days (sorted MSPCs),
the colonies were counted under the microscope.
Assessment of DNA damage
Sorted LT-HSCs were tested upon nucleic acid damage by single cell gel electrophoresis
(Comet Assay) from Cell Biolab. Therefore, LT-HCS were sorted out of two to three pools of
mice per experiment. In the beginning, the Lysis Buffer, Alkaline Solution and the
Electrophoresis Running Solution were prepared. The OxiSelectTMComet Agarose was heated
to 90 °C for 20 min in a water bath and then cooled at 37 °C for 20 min. Afterwards, 75 μl of
the Comet Agarose was added to the OxiSelectTMComet Slide to generate a base layer. After
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15 min at 4 °C, the suspension cells were prepared with a total of 1 x 105cells/ml. The cells
and the Comet Agarose were mixed in a 1:10 ratio and 75 μl of the mixture was spotted onto
the top of the base layer. After an incubation of 15 min at 4 °C in the dark, an alkaline
electrophoresis was performed for 30 min at 1 volt/cm. Immediately, the slides were washed
three times in cold H2O for 2 min and one time in cold 70% ethanol for 5 min. The ethanol was
removed by air-drying the slide, followed by adding 100 μl/well of diluted Vista Green DNA Dye
(1:10,000 in TE Buffer). After 15 min of incubation at room temperature, fluorescence images
were recorded with constant settings on a Leica DM RBE fluorescent microscope (AxioVision
software; Carl Zeiss). For each genotype and each condition, 30 - 40 random cells were
recorded at 100-fold magnification. The DNA damage of the cells was then analyzed by
measuring the shift between the comet head (nucleus) and the resulting tail (DNA damage).
Single cell culture (SCC assay)
LT-HSCs were sorted into the inner 60 wells of a round-bottomed 96-well plate preloaded with
100 μl of 0.25 nm filtered conditioned media (CM) and supplemented with two growth factors:
rmSCF (100 ng/ml) and/or rmIL-11 (20 ng/ml), additionally in some experiments supplemented
with Collagen I (300 μg/ml) and nerve growth factor (NGF, 250 ng/ml). Immediately after
sorting, the round-bottomed 96-well plates were centrifuged for 5 min at 200g and
microscopically inspected for the presence of single cells. Every 24 h each well was inspected
and cells were counted for clonal growth. After 5 days, the number of clone sizes was
determined. The cells that had divided at least once (> 2 cells/well) were harvested and stained
with antibodies for lineage markers, KIT and SCA-1. The cells were analyzed on a CyAn ADP
Lx P8 and evaluated with FlowJo software (TreeStar; FlowJo 8.8.6).
Analysis of immunofluorescent labeled cells
To determine total protein content, the number of pixels per cell was assessed using ImageJ
software (v1.52). Pictures within one experiment were taken under standardized conditions
(light intensity, exposure, diaphragm).
For mean fluorescence intensity, the average intensity of pixels per cell was determined.
For foci analysis, the contrasts were visible by black and white processing within the digital
images (Affinity Photo, Serif Europe Ltd). After threshold setting, cell structures were selected
and counted automatically using ImageJ software.
Colocalization was assessed using ImageJ after picture processing by selection of single cells,
background subtraction with the rolling ball algorithm, and threshold adjustment by the
autothresholding method “Moment”. The ImageJ “Colocalization'' plugin was then used to
recover the overlapping pixels of two analysed proteins. The pixel area occupied were then
collected by using the “Analyse particles” function. To identify colocalization bias either in
nuclear proximity or the cytoplasm, the DAPI signal was used to delimit the nuclear area and
the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were reported separately.
Senescence assay
Senescence was detected by using Senescence β-Galactosidase Staining Kit (Cell Signaling
Technology). Sorted MSPCs (p1) or MSPCs from the bone chips (p4) were cultured for one
week without medium change. The staining of the cellular senescence was performed
following the manufacturer’s recommendation. In brief, the cells were washed twice with 1 ml
1 x DPBS and fixed for 6 to 7 min at room temperature using 1.5 ml 1 x Fixation Buffer.
Meanwhile the staining mixture was prepared. The cells were washed with 1 x DPBS for three
times, covered with 500 μl staining mixture per well and incubated overnight at 37 °C without
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CO2 to ensure a pH 6. The cells were analyzed by calculating the percentage of blue stained
cells expressing β-galactosidase (senescent cells) against the non-blue (not senescent cells)
under an Axiovert 25 microscope and an AxioVision software (Carl Zeiss).
RNA library preparation and sequencing
For the RNA sequencing (RNAseq) 800 to 1000 LT-HSCs were sorted in a well of a 96-well
PCR plate (Eppendorf), prefilled with 5 μl 1 x TCL buffer (Qiagen) containing 1:100 βmercaptoethanol. After sorting, the 96-well PCR plate was covered with aluminum foil for cold
storage (VWR) and centrifuged for 1 min at 500 x g. Immediately after centrifugation, the cells
were placed on dry ice and then stored at -80 °C until further usage.
The total RNA purification from the LT-HSCs and the reverse transcription into cDNA were
performed as described previously 14.
The library preparation for bulk 3’-sequencing of poly(A)-RNA from niche cell populations was
done as described previously 15. Briefly, barcoded cDNA of each sample was generated with
a Maxima RT polymerase (Thermo Fisher) using oligo-dT primer containing barcodes, unique
molecular identifiers (UMIs) and an adapter. 5’ ends of the cDNAs were extended by a template
switch oligo (TSO). All samples were pooled, and the cDNA was amplified with primers binding
to the TSO-site and the adapter. cDNA was tagmented with the Nextera XT kit (Illumina) and
3’-end-fragments finally amplified using primers with Illumina P5 and P7 overhangs. In
comparison to Parekh et al. the P5 and P7 sites were exchanged to allow sequencing of the
cDNA in read1 and barcodes and UMIs in read2 to achieve a better cluster recognition. The
library was sequenced on a NextSeq 500 (Illumina) with 65 cycles for the cDNA in read1 and
16 cycles for the barcodes and UMIs in read2.
RNA sequencing data analysis
Gencode gene annotations M24 and the mouse reference genome GRCm38 were derived
from the Gencode homepage (EMBL-EBI). Dropseq tools v1.12 16 was used for mapping raw
sequencing data to the reference genome. The resulting UMI filtered count matrix was
imported into R v3.4.4.
Lowly expressed genes were filtered out prior to differential expression analysis with Limma
17
. Counts per Million (CPM) values were calculated (using the total number of reads per
sample for scaling) and quantile normalized. The mean-variance trend was estimated with the
limma function 'voomWithQualityWeights' where the genotype was used as explanatory
variable. Moderated t-statistics were calculated for all possible pairwise comparisons (Sfrp1fl/flB!
'45676B!'45676!U!ab*58>!c!F&#&!=0(!/&$&,2"#&/!$.!<&!("F#";"-0#$19!,&FA10$&/!";!$%&!0/PA($&/!
:*H01A&!=0(!<&1.=!M>ME>!d&0$20:!(%.=(!$%&![*(-01&/!eA0#$"1&*#.,201"[&/!&):,&((".#!H01A&(!
;.,! F&#&(! <&"#F! 0$! 1&0($! .#&! $"2&! ("F#";"-0#$19! ,&FA10$&/>! T.FG! ;.1/! -%0#F&(! =&,&! A(&/! ;.,!
,A##"#F!O4^c! 5L in the preranked mode with genesets from MSig DB v7.4 18, 19. A pathway
was considered to be significantly associated with an experimental condition if the FWER was
below 0.05.
Data and code availability
The published article includes all datasets generated or analyzed during this study. RNAseq
data is available for download at ENA (European Nucleotide Archive) under the accession
number PRJEB49216.
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K"FA,&! 45>! O&#&,0$".#! 0#/! 0#019("(! .;! '45676! 2"-&>! A Representative picture of single-cell stains
showing the expression of SFRP1 protein in stromal cell compartments. B Fluorescence pixel intensity
measurements of SFRP1 in sorted MSPCs (n=13), OBCs (n=8) and ECs (n=6). C Sfrp1 2`fc!-.#$&#$!
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.;!(.,$&/!X4Z+(!3#gW8B!'R+(!3#gW8B!^+(!3#gW8!0#/!hOG\*5R\!3#gW8>!@%&!/0$0!,&:,&(&#$!$%&!,&10$"H&!
6+$! H01A&! $.! $%&! %.A(&N&&:"#F! F&#&! Rpl39. D O&#&,0$".#! 0#/! 0#019("(! .;! '45676! 2"-&>!a#! .,/&,! $.!
($A/9!4;,:5!;A#-$".#!=&!N#.-N&/!.A$!Sfrp1 gene in stromal compartment by using newly generated Sfrp1
conditional mouse crossed with mice expressing CRE and eGFP under the control of a tetO responsive
Osx1 promotor. The used primer of the PCRs indicated in the scheme. E (Top) The expected PCR
results (cKO 543bp; wt 347bp) are shown for the HA5L-CCER PCR. (Middle) The expected PCR results
(internal control 150bp; CRE 100bp) are shown for the CRE PCR. (Bottom) The expected Z+`!,&(A1$(!
3-V'!5WM\<:Y!=$!55DI<:Y!6!D\\<:8!0,&!(%.=#!;.,!$%&!Sfrp1 del PCR. F ^):&,"2&#$01!/&("F#i!X4Z+(!
.;! L! $.! 5M! =&&N(*.1/! '45676! 2"-&! 0#/! +@`T! 2"-&! 3Sfrp1fl/fl) were sorted and analyzed. G Gating
strategy for cell sorting of BM mesenchymal stem cell population. The mesenchymal stromal cells were
gated as CD45-Ter119-CD31-CD166-SCA-1+ cells. H Representative fluorescence microscopy images
of sorted MSPCs with the reporter IRES GFP as a selectable marker from CTRL (GFP-8! 2"-&! 0#/!
'45676!3OKZ+) mice. I ?&($&,#!<1.$!0#019("(!.;!4K`Z5!3WINC08!.;!+@`T!0#/!'45676!X4Z+(>!@hRR5!
3EMNC08!=0(!A(&/!0(!0!%.A(&N&&:"#F!F&#&>!J ?&($&,#!<1.$!0#019("(!.;!4K`Z5!3WINC08!.;!+@`T!0#/!
'45676!X^K(>!@hRR5!3EMNC08!=0(!A(&/!0(!0!%.A(&N&&:"#F!F&#&>!^0-%!/.$!,&:,&(&#$(!.#&!-&11!3K"FA,&!
45R8>! `&:,&(&#$&/!H01A&(! 0,&! "11A($,0$&/! 0(! X&0#!j!4C>! k:*H01A&!lM>ME! (%.=!("F#";"-0#$! /";;&,&#-&(!
/&$&,2"#&/!<9!A#:0",&/!$!$&($>
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K"FA,&! 4G>! +%0,0-$&,"[0$".#! .;! $%&! <.#&! %.2&.($0("(! "#! '45676! 2"-&>! A `&:,&(&#$0$"H&! :"-$A,&! .;!
'45676!2"-&!3#gG8!0#/!+@`T!3#gW8>!C C&-,&0(&/!<./9!=&"F%$!.;!'45676!2"-&!3#gWD8!-.2:0,&/!$.!
+@`T!3#gIE8!"#!=&&N!L>!C!X"-,.*-.2:A$&/!$.2.F,0:%9!=0(!A(&/!;.,!$%&!0#019("(!.;!$%&!$,0<&-A10,!<.#&!
;,.2!$%&!;&2.,0!.;!'45676!0#/!+@`T>!3T&;$8!K&2A,!1&#F$%!"#!'45676!3#g5M8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!3#g5W8>!
3`"F%$8!Z&,-&#$0F&!.;!<.#&!H.1A2&!.;!$%&!;&2A,!"#!'45676!3#g5\8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!3#gGD8>!D 3T&;$8!
@,0<&-A10,! #A2<&,B! 3X"//1&8! $%"-N#&((! 0#/! 3`"F%$8! (&:0,0$".#! "#! '45676! 3#g5\8! -.2:0,&/! $.! +@`T!
3#gGE8>!E!3T&;$8!@%&!;A#-$".#01"$9!.;!.($&.<10($(!3+@`Ti!#gGDY!'45676i!#g5I8!0#/!3`"F%$8!.($&.-10($(!
3+@`Ti! #gG\B! '45676i! #g5L8! =&,&!2&0(A,&/! "#! (&,A2! <9! ^Ta4c>! K! 3T&;$8! `&:,&(&#$0$"H&! "20F&(! .;!
$0,$,0$&*,&("($0#$!0-"/!:%.(:%0$0(&m($0"#&/!3@`cZ*($0"#&/8!H&,$&<,0&!.;!L*=&&N*.1/!+@`T!0,&!/&:"-$&/!
A("#F! $%&! +&114&#(! :,.F,02! 0#/! X"-,.(-.:&! c)".! a20F&,! X5! 3+0,1! n&"((8>! a#! $%&! @`cZ*($0"#"#FB!
.($&.-10($(!0,&!($0"#&/!"#!,&/B!=%"1&!0,,.=(!"#/"-0$&!.($&.<10($(>!X0F#";"-0$".#i![..2!.;!$,0<&-A10&!GMo!
3(-01&!<0,(i!EM!p28>!3X"//1&8!fA2<&,!.;!.($&.<10($(!"#!'45676!3#gL8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!3#g5D8!0#/!
3`"F%$8!.($&.-10($(!"#!'45676!3#gI8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!3#g5G8!:&,!<.#&!:&,"2&$&,!"#!;&2.,0>!^0-%!/.$!
,&:,&(&#$(!.#&!0#"201!3K"FA,&!R*K8>!`&:,&(&#$&/!H01A&(!0,&!"11A($,0$&/!0(!X&0#!j!4C>!k:*H01A&!lM>ME!
(%.=!("F#";"-0#$!/";;&,&#-&(!/&$&,2"#&/!<9!A#:0",&/!$!$&($>!492<.1!1&F&#/(!0(!(%.=#!"#!K"FA,&!4GR>!
R10-N!/.$(!,&:,&(&#$!+@`T!3Sfrp1fl/fl). Black triangles represent CTRL (Osx-Cre).

K"FA,&!4W>!c#019("(!.;!X4Z+(!;,.2!+@`T!2"-&!0#/!'45676!2"-&>!A ^):&,"2&#$01!/&("F#i!X4Z+(!.;!L!
$.!5M!=&&N(*.1/!'45676!2"-&!0#/!+@`T!2"-&!3Sfrp1fl/fl) were sorted and analyzed. B @.$01!-&11!#A2<&,!
.;!(.,$&/!X4Z+(!;,.2!'45676!2"-&!3#g5M8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!3#g5E8>!C!EMM!(.,$&/!X4Z+!(&&/&/!
0#/! $.$01!-.1.#"&(! -.A#$&/! 0;$&,! 5M! /09(>!3T&;$8!@.$01!#A2<&,! .;! (2011! +Kh*K(!3'45676i! #gJY! +@`Ti!
#gJY!(2011!qEM!-&11(8>!3`"F%$8!@.$01!#A2<&,!.;!10,F&!+Kh*K(!3'45676i!#gLY!+@`Ti!#gLY!10,F&!rEM-&11(8>
D!3T&;$8!@.$01!#A2<&,!.;!4c*s*F01!3<1A&!($0"#&/8!:.("$"H&!-.1.#"&(!.;!'45676!3#g\8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!
3#gJ8!:&,!:10$&>!3`"F%$8!X"-,.(-.:9!.;!4c*s*F01!($0"#"#F!"#!'45676!X4Z+!-.1.#"&(!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T>!
^0-%!/.$!,&:,&(&#$(!.#&!0#"201!3K"FA,&!R*C8>!`&:,&(&#$&/!H01A&(!0,&!"11A($,0$&/!0(!X&0#!j!4C>!k:*
H01A&!lM>ME!(%.=!("F#";"-0#$!/";;&,&#-&(!/&$&,2"#&/!<9!A#:0",&/!$!$&($>!492<.1!1&F&#/(!0(!(%.=#!"#!
K"FA,&!4Wc>
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Figure S4. The influence on the mature and primitive hematopoietic compartment by Sfrp1 loss
in bone marrow niche cells. A 3@.:8!+&11!#A2<&,!.;!?R+!.;!'45676!2"-&!3#g5G8!-.2:0,&/!$.!$%&!
+@`T! 3#g5L8>! 3R&1.=8! @.$01! #A2<&,! .;! RX! .;! '45676! 2"-&! 3#g5\8! -.2:0,&/! $.! +@`T! 3#gGG8>! B
Representative flow cytometry plots of the gating strategy for mature cell populations in PB. C PB: (Left,
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top) Percentage of T cells, (Left, below) percentage of the B220+ B cells, (Right, top) percentage of
GR1med1CD11b+ monocytes, (Right, below) percentage of GR1+1CD11b+F,0#A1.-9$&(!.;!'45676!2"-&!
3#g5L8! -.2:0,&/! $.! $%&! +@`T! 3#gGI8>! D BM: (Left, top) Absolute number of T cells, (Left, below)
absolute number of the B220+B cells, (Right, top) absolute number of GR1medCD11b+monocytes, (Right,
below) absolute number of GR1+CD11b+F,0#A1.-9$&(!.;!'45676!2"-&!3#g5G8!-.2:0,&/!$.!$%&!+@`T!
3#g5I8>!E Representative flow cytometry plots of lineage depleted BM cells and the gating strategy for
the primitive hematopoietic compartment. F!c<(.1A$&!#A2<&,!.;!XZ(B!T4V(B!4@*d4+(!0#/!T@*d4+(!.;!
'45676!2"-&!3#g5D8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!3#g5\8>!G ^):&,"2&#$01!/&("F#i!T@*d4+(!.;!L!$.!5M!=&&N(*.1/!
A#$,&0$&/!0#/!ab5*$,&0$&/!'45676!2"-&!0#/!+@`T!=&,&!(.,$&/!0#/!0#019[&/!:&,!"22A#.;1A.,&(-&#-&!
;.,!:,.$&"#!-.#$&#$!.;!+0$&#"#!<&$0*5!0#/!ZZZG`Wc>!H!+0$&#"#!<&$0*5!:,.$&"#!-.#$&#$!0(!:")&1!#A2<&,!
.;!T@*d4+(!.;!'45676!2"-&!3dKGi!#gWMY!ab*5i!#!gWM8!0#/!+@`T!3#gWM8>!I!ZZZG`Wc!:,.$&"#!-.#$&#$!0(!
:")&1! #A2<&,! .;! T@*d4+(! .;! '45676! 2"-&! 3dKGi! #g5WY! ab*5i! #! g558! 0#/! +@`T! 3#gI8>! ^0-%! /.$!
,&:,&(&#$(!.#&!0#"201!3K"FA,&!cB!+BCBK8!.,!-&11!3K"FA,&!dBa8>!`&:,&(&#$&/!H01A&(!0,&!"11A($,0$&/!0(!X&0#!
j! 4C>! k:*H01A&!lM>ME! (%.=!("F#";"-0#$! /";;&,&#-&(! /&$&,2"#&/! <9! A#:0",&/! $! $&($>! 492<.1! 1&F&#/(! 0(!
(%.=#! "#! K"FA,&! 4DKBO>!R10-N! /.$(! ,&:,&(&#$! +@`T! 3Sfrp1fl/fl). Black triangles represent CTRL (OsxCre).
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K"FA,&!4E>!@%&!-&11!-9-1&!:0$%=09!"(!/9(,&FA10$&/!"#!'45676!2"-&>!A ^):&,"2&#$01!/&("F#i!T@*d4+(!.;!
L!$.!5M!=&&N(*.1/!A#$,&0$&/!0#/!ab*5*$,&0$&/!'45676 mice and CTRL (Sfrp1fl/fl) were sorted and the
transcriptomes were analyzed via RNAseq. B-D Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) enrichment
score curves of '45676 mice and CTRL. In each graph, red correlated with the most up-regulated genes
and blue correlated with the most down-regulated genes. The green curve is the enrichment score (ES)
curve. B Enrichment plot for Hallmark E2F targets. C Hallmark G2M checkpoint. D Hallmark reactive
oxygen species pathway. E-G d&0$20:(! .;! C^O(! "#! A#$,&0$&/! 0#/! ab*5*$,&0$&/! '45676 mice and
CTRL. E Heatmap of DEGs: E2F targets. F Heatmap of DEGs: G2M checkpoint. G Heatmap of DEGs:
reactive oxygen species pathway.
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Figure S6. Cellular functions from primary Tx of IQ-1-treated and untreated +@`T! 2"-&! 0#/!
'45676!2"-&. A!^):&,"2&#$01!/&("F#!.;!(&-.#/0,9!@)!.;!ab*5*$,&0$&/!T@*d4+(!"#$.!1&$%0119!",,0/"0$&/!
,&-":"&#$(>!L!$.!5M!=&&N(*.1/!'45676!2"-&!=&,&!">:!$,&0$&/!;.,!E!/09(!="$%!ab*5!35D!pF8!.,!$%&!H&%"-A1A2!
3dKG8>!GD!%!0;$&,!$%&!10($!$,&0$2&#$!$%&!T@*d4+(!=&,&!(.,$&/!0#/!$,0#(:10#$&/!"#$.!1&$%0119!",,0/"0$&/!
?@!,&-":"&#$(>!GD!=&&N(!0;$&,!@)B!/.#.,!T4V!-&11(!=&,&!(.,$&/!0#/!$,0#(:10#$&/!"#$.!1&$%0119!",,0/"0$&/!
?@!,&-":"&#$(>!B +.A#$&/!$.$01!#A2<&,(!.;!+K+(!;,.2!:,"20,9!@)!.;!A#$,&0$&/!0#/!ab5*$,&0$&/!'45676!
2"-&!0#/!+@`T>!C!3T&;$8!Z%.(:%.*:WMM!:,.$&"#!-.#$&#$!0(!,&10$"H&!:")&1!#A2<&,!;,.2!T4V!-&11(!.;!ab5*
$,&0$&/!'45676!2"-&!3#g\58!0#/!+@`T!3#g\58>!3`"F%$8!`&:,&(&#$0$"H&!"22A#.;1A.,&(-&#-&!($0"#"#F!;.,!
$%&! #A-1&"! ($0"#"#F! ="$%! CcZa! "#! <1A&! 3T&;$8B! :%.(:%.*:WMM! :,.$&"#! "#! F,&&#! 3X"//1&8! 0#/! $%&! 2&,F&/!
:"-$A,&!3`"F%$8!.;!T4V!-&11(!;,.2!ab5*$,&0$&/!'45676!2"-&!0#/!+@`T>!D!3T&;$8!`&10$"H&!%"($.#&!tdGc>u!
;.-"!-.#$&#$!;,.2!T4V!-&11(!.;!ab5*$,&0$&/!'45676!2"-&!3#gWW8!0#/!+@`T!3#gGL8>!3,"F%$8!`&:,&(&#$0$"H&!
"22A#.;1A.,&(-&#-&!($0"#"#F!;.,!$%&!#A-1&"!($0"#"#F!="$%!CcZa!"#!<1A&!3T&;$8B!%"($.#&!tdGc>u!;.-"!-.#$&#$!
"#!F,&&#!3X"//1&8!0#/!$%&!2&,F&/!:"-$A,&!3`"F%$8!.;!T4V!-&11(!;,.2!ab5*$,&0$&/!'45676!2"-&!0#/!+@`T>!
E Donor cell engraftment in percentage in PB up to 24 weeks after secondary Tx. F Lymphoid cell
engraftment in percentage in PB up to 24 weeks after secondary Tx. G Myeloid cell engraftment in
percentage in PB up to 24 weeks after secondary Tx. d!Representative flow cytometry plots of the gating
strategy of Ly5.2 donor cells or Ly5.1 Ly5.2 recipient cells. I Percentage of the donor engraftment in BM,
J Absolute number of the donor CD34-LSKs, K Absolute number of the donor CD34+LSKs, L c<(.1A$&!
#A2<&,!.;!$%&!/.#.,!XZ(!;,.2!'45676!2"-&!3ab*5i!#gI8!-.2:0,&/!$.!+@`T!3dKGi!#g\8>!J!^0-%!/.$!
,&:,&(&#$(!.#&!0#"201!3K"FA,&!K*a8!.,!0!-&11!3K"FA,&!VB!T8>!`&:,&(&#$&/!H01A&(!0,&!"11A($,0$&/!0(!X&0#!j!
4C>! k:*H01A&! lM>ME! (%.=! ("F#";"-0#$! /";;&,&#-&(! /&$&,2"#&/! <9! A#:0",&/! $! $&($>! 492<.1! 1&F&#/(! 0,&!
(%.=#!"#!K"FA,&!4\R>
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Supplemental videos (to Figure 6B)
Confocal 3D-Animation of LT-HSCs from OS1∆/∆ and CTRL mice. LT-HSCs of eight to ten weeks-old
OS1∆/∆ and CTRL (Sfrp1fl/fl) mice were sorted and analyzed by immunofluorescence staining. Confocal
microscopy pictures were taken on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Cells were stained for p300
protein (red), DAPI (blue) and colocalization with PPP2R3A (=PR72/130) (white) as described in the
Methods section. 3D-animation was done using the Imaris software (9.9.0; Oxford Instruments).

Videos
Staining: red: p300; white: colocalization of p300 with PPP2R3A; blue: DAPI
Treatment of mice

File name

Video 1

CTRL + HF2

CTRL+HF2_image17_20220413_SFRP1.mp4

Video 2

CTRL + IQ-1

CTRL+IQ1_image32_20220413_SFRP1.mp4

Video 3

OS1 D /D + HF2

DEL+HF2_image8_20220413_SFRP1.mp4

Video 4

OS1 D /D + IQ-1

DEL+IQ1_image27_20220413_SFRP1.mp4
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Supplementary Table S1
Antibodies for flow cytometry (incl. cell sorting) and immunofluorescence
CD45 Monoclonal Antibody (30-F11), FITC

eBioscience

Cat#11-0451-82; PRID: AB_465050

CD45 Monoclonal Antibody (30-F11), PE

eBioscience

Cat#12-0451-82; RRID: AB_465668

CD45 Monoclonal Antibody (30-F11), PEeBioscience
Cyanine5.5

Cat#35-0451-82; RRID: AB_469718

CD45 Monoclonal Antibody (30-F11), PEeBioscience
Cyanine7

Cat#25-0451-82;
AB_2734986

CD45 Monoclonal Antibody (30-F11), APC

Cat#17-0451-82; RRID: AB_469392

eBioscience

RRID:

CD45 Monoclonal Antibody (30-F11), APCeBioscience
eFluor 780

Cat#47-0451-82;
AB_1548781

RRID:

CD45 Monoclonal Antibody (30-F11), Pacific
Invitrogen
Blue

Cat#MCD4528;
AB_10373710

RRID:

CD3e Monoclonal Antibody (145-2C11), PE- Invitrogen,
Cyanine5.5
eBioscience

Cat#35-0031-82;RRID:
AB_11219266

TER-119 Monoclonal Antibody (TER119), PE Invitrogen

Cat#MA5-17824;
AB_2539207

CD45R (B220) Monoclonal Antibody (RA3Invitrogen
6B2), PE-Cyanine7

Cat#25-0452-81; RRID: AB_469627

Ly-6G/Ly-6C Monoclonal Antibody (RB6Invitrogen
8C5), Pacific Blue

Cat#RM3028; RRID: AB_10376182

CD11b Monoclonal Antibody (M1/70), APCInvitrogen
Cyanine7

Cat#A15390;
RRID: AB_2534404

RRID:

CD45.1 Monoclonal Antibody (A20), FITC

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#11-0453-82; RRID: AB_465058

CD45.2 Monoclonal Antibody (104), PE

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#12-0454-81; RRID: AB_465678

CD45.2 Monoclonal Antibody (104), eFluor
450

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#48-0454-82;RRID:
AB_11042125

CD117 (c-Kit) Monoclonal Antibody (2B8), PE

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#12-1171-82; RRID: AB_465813

CD34 Monoclonal Antibody (RAM34), FITC

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#11-0341-81; RRID: AB_465021

CD34 Monoclonal Antibody (RAM34), eFluor
450

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#48-0341-82;
AB_2043837

CD150 Monoclonal Antibody (9D1), APC

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#17-1501-63; RRID: AB_469440

RRID:
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Ly-6A/E (Sca-1) Monoclonal Antibody (D7), Invitrogen,
PE-Cyanine7
eBioscience

Cat#25-5981-81; RRID: AB_469669

c-Kit Monoclonal Antibody (2B8), APCInvitrogen
Cyanine7

Cat#A15423; RRID: AB_2534436

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#12-1501-82; RRID: AB_465873

TER-119 Monoclonal Antibody (Ter119), PE- Invitrogen,
Cy5.5
eBioscience

Cat#35-5921-82; PRID: AB_469738

CD31 (PECAM-1)
(390), APC

Monoclonal

Antibody

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#17-0311-82; RRID: AB_657735

CD166 (ALCAM)
(eBioALC48), PE

Monoclonal

Antibody

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#12-1661-81; RRID: AB_823125

TER-119 Monoclonal Antibody (TER119),
Biotin

Invitrogen

Cat#MA5-17819;
AB_2539203

CD48 Monoclonal Antibody (HM48-1), Biotin

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#13-0481-82; RRID: AB_466470

CD11b Monoclonal Antibody (M1/70), Biotin

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#13-0112-85; RRID: AB_466359

CD8a Monoclonal Antibody (53-6.7), Biotin

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#13-0081-82; RRID: AB_466346

CD45R (B220) Monoclonal Antibody (RA3- Invitrogen,
6B2), Biotin
eBioscience

Cat#13-0452-82; RRID: AB_466449

Ly-6G/Ly-6C Monoclonal Antibody (RB6- Invitrogen,
8C5), Biotin
eBioscience

Cat#13-5931-86; RRID: AB_466802

Streptavidin eFluor™ 450 Conjugate

eBioscience

Cat#48-4317-82;RRID:
AB_10359737

Streptavidin, APC-Alexa Fluor™ 750

Invitrogen

Cat#SA1027; RRID: AB_2716627

CD150 Monoclonal Antibody (9D1), PE

RRID:

Anti-mouse CD150 (SLAM) Antibody (TC15BioLegend
12F12.2), PE

Cat#115904; RRID: AB_313683

Anti-phospho-Histone
H2A.X
Antibody (JBW301); mouse

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat#05-636; PRID: AB_309864

Mouse Hematopoietic Lineage Biotin Panel

Invitrogen,
eBioscience

Cat#88-7774-75; RRID: AB_476399

b-Catenin (L54E2) Mouse mAb

Cell
Signaling
Technologies

Cat#2677S

CBP (D6C5) Rabbit mAb

Cell
Signaling
Technologies

Cat#7389S

Anti-p300 CT Antibody, clone RW128

Upstate/
Millipore

Cat#05-257

Phospho-p300 (Ser89) Polyclonal Antibody

Invitrogen

Cat#PA5-12652

(Ser139)
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Phospho-b-Catenin
Antibody

(Ser33/37/Thr41) Cell
Signaling
Technologies

Cat#9561

Cell
Signaling
Technologies

Cat#4690

SFRP1 Antibody

Rabbit anti-Goat IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed
eBioscience
Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488

Cat#A-11078;
PRID: AB_2534122

Donkey anti-Goat IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed
Invitrogen
Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 594

Cat#A-11058;
PRID: AB_2534105

Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed
Invitrogen
Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488

Cat#A-11001;
PRID: AB_2534069

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed
Invitrogen
Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488

Cat#A-11008;
RRID: AB_143165

Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed
Invitrogen
Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 594

Cat#A-11005;
RRID: AB_2534073

Supplementary Tabe S2

Oligonucleotides for genotyng
Sfrp1_Cond_F:
GGAGTCCCTATGGCACTTCA

N/A

N/A

Sfrp1_Cond_R:
AGCTGCTGTGAGTACCTGAA

N/A

N/A

OsterixCreTransgence_F:
GAGAATAGGAACTTCGGAATAGTAAC

https://www.jax.org/strain/0063
61

N/A

OsterixCreTransgene_R:
CCCTGGAAGTGACTAGCATTG

https://www.jax.org/strain/0063
61

N/A

OsterixCreInternControl_F:
AGAGAGCTCCCCTCAATTATGT

https://www.jax.org/strain/0063
61

N/A

OsterixCreInternControl_R:
AGCCACTTCTAGCACAAAGAACT

https://www.jax.org/strain/0063
61

N/A
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